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In this paper, we propose an optimal design for a passive haptic device with brakes and
its control method. The inability of a brake to generate torque significantly affects the
performance of a multi-DOF haptic device, in that a desired force can be generated only
approximately in some workspace and, in some cases, the device may become stuck con-
trary to the user’s intention. In this research, these limitations are analyzed by means of
the so-called passive force manipulability ellipsoid. Through the analysis, performance
indices are developed for evaluating the limitations associated with passive haptic de-
vices. Optimization is conducted for a 5-bar mechanism with redundant actuation, and
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a coercive force approximation scheme is developed to avoid unsmooth motion during
the wall-following task along the virtual wall. It is experimentally shown that the per-
formance in relation to the limitations is greatly improved for the optimized
mechanism. © 2005 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Passive haptic devices are much more safe than active
ones, because they use brakes instead of motors.
However, a passive haptic device is unable to gener-
ate a force or torque in an arbitrary direction because
a brake can only generate torque in the direction op-
posite to its motion. This inability to generate torque
in other directions means that a multi-DOF passive
haptic system using several brakes inevitably suffers
from serious limitations. Colgate et al. briefly re-
ported that a desired force can be generated only ap-
proximately in some workspace and that, contrary to
the user’s intention, the device may well become
stuck.1 This so-called force approximation causes un-
smooth, jagged motion during the wall-following
task on the virtual wall. These limitations have also
been investigated with the passive FME �force ma-
nipulability ellipsoid�,2 which graphically repre-
sented the mapping between the joint space and task
space of the robotic device.3

Colgate et al. proposed the unicycle-Cobot.1 This
device was designed to use the kinematic constraint
of a wheel on the path guidance task �e.g., wall-
following task�. A version of the spatial Cobot was
also presented with a special CVT �continuous vari-
able transmission� mechanism.4 However, the pas-
sive force display was not evaluated for the spatial
Cobot. Surdilovic et al. presented a coupled mecha-
nism with a differential CVT, which had features
which were similar to those of the spatial Cobot, but
which had a simpler design and control mechanism.5

Book et al. presented a planar haptic device based on
the 5-bar mechanism with four brakes providing for
a 2 DOF haptic display.6 The use of these redundant
actuators greatly increases the haptic performance of
the device. Trocazz et al. presented a PADyC �a pas-
sive arm with dynamic constraints�, equipped with
joint speed limiters, which was used for cardiac
puncturing.7

Although several good passive haptic devices
have been devised so far, the researchers have failed
to fully explain how to analyze and deal with the
above mentioned limitations, in order to improve the
performance of passive haptic devices. Moreover, the
lack of a proper analysis tool for passive mechanisms
makes their design very complicated and time-
consuming.

In this paper, we propose a passive haptic device
whose performance is guaranteed. Since the limita-
tions of passive haptic devices can be measured in the
form of an angle in the passive FME,2 we can quan-
titatively compute their performance, so as to obtain
performance indices which are indicative of each
limitation. A 5-bar mechanism with redundant actua-
tion, as described in Ref. 6, is chosen for the optimi-
zation of the device, since it possesses several param-
eters which can be optimized. To avoid having an
unsmooth �sometimes abrupt� force display, a coer-
cive force approximation scheme, similar to those
described,8,9 is developed based on the passive FME
analysis. The usefulness of this method of optimiza-
tion and control is verified through various
experiments.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
the so-called passive FME analysis tool is introduced;
in Section 3, the limitations of a passive haptic system
are analyzed using this tool; in Section 4, perfor-
mance indices indicative of the limitations are intro-
duced; in Section 5, a redundantly actuated 5-bar
mechanism is introduced, and the passive FME de-
veloped for the nonredundant mechanism is ex-
tended to the redundantly actuated mechanism; in
Section 6, optimization is conducted; in Section 7, the
coercive force approximation is proposed; in Section
8, experimental results are presented; finally, in Sec-
tion 9, conclusions are drawn and future work is
outlined.

2. PASSIVE FME ANALYSIS

In an electric brake, only the magnitude of the brak-
ing torque can be controlled, since changing the po-
larity of an electromagnet does not affect its direction.
A brake can generate braking torque only in the pas-
sive region in which � · q̇�0 is satisfied, where q̇ and
� represent the joint velocity and the braking torque,
respectively. Therefore, if the brake is commanded to
generate a desired torque, �d, in the active region �i.e.,
�d · q̇�0�, the brake control torque, �c, should be set to
zero, since the brake cannot produce �d. Taking this
control feature into account, the brake control torque
can be computed by adopting Karnopp’s stick-slip
model10 as follows:

Slip mode �q̇�0�
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�c = �− sgn�q̇���d� if sgn�q̇� � sgn��d� ,

0 otherwise; � �1a�

Stick mode �q̇=0�

�c = �− �h if sgn��h� � sgn��d� ,

0 otherwise, � �1b�

where �h is the external torque acting on the brake
shaft �i.e., the torque applied manually by a human
operator in the case of most haptic devices�. In this
paper, Eq. �1� will be referred to as the passive con-
straint.

The control torques in the 2 DOF mechanism can
be represented by four regions representing all pos-
sible combinations of joint velocities and hand
torques, as shown in Figure 1�a�. A set of passive
FMEs can be drawn by mapping �c in joint space into
the end-effector force, Fc, in task space using Jacobian
mapping �i.e., �c=J�q�TFc�. Thus, each region in Fig-
ure 1�a� is mapped into the corresponding passive
FME in Figure 1�b�, which represents a set of passive
FMEs. Each passive FME is delimited by four refer-
ence forces, R1+, R1−, R2+, and R2−, where Ri denotes
the end-effector force when only brake i is applied
�i.e., �ci�0�, while the other brakes are released. For
example, if �c1�0 �or �c1�0� with �c2=0, then the
force R1+ �or R1−� is generated. The end-effector force,
Fc, can be obtained from the following equation:

Fc = J�q�−T�c. �2�

For a two-link manipulator, J−T is given by

J−T =
1

l1l2s2
�l2c12 − l1c1 − l2c12

l2s12 − l1s1 − l2s12
	 = �J1�J2� , �3�

where c1=cos��1�, s1=sin��1�, c12=cos��1+�2�, and
s12=sin��1+�2�. Hence, the reference forces can easily
be computed by means of the following relations:

Ri+ = Ji, Ri− = − Ji, �4�

where the subscript i denotes the joint number, and Ji
is the ith column vector of J−T. For example, R1+ cor-
responds to �c1=1 and �c2=0 and, thus, R1+=J1. As the
manipulator configuration changes, the Jacobian J
and thus the reference forces vary.

3. LIMITATIONS ON PASSIVE HAPTIC DISPLAY

3.1. Force Approximation

Consider the example in Figure 2 for the purpose of
conducting a detailed analysis. Suppose that the
end-point, P, is moving in the −y direction �i.e., �̇1

�0 and �̇2�0�. Hence, the brakes can generate a
force only in passive FME 2 �i.e., �c1�0 and �c2�0�,
because of the passive constraint. The desired force,
Fd1, in this fully displayable region in Figure 2 can be
displayed accurately by the resultant force of R1+
and R2−. On the other hand, the desired force, Fd2,
needs to be represented by the combined force of
R2− and R1− in Figure 2. However, since the genera-
tion of R1− requires that �c1 be less than 0, which
violates the passive constraint, �c1 · �̇1�0, Fd2 can
only be displayed approximately, since it has to rely

Figure 1. A set of passive FMEs ��1=45°, �2=90°, l1= l2
= l�.

Figure 2. Force approximation ��1=45°, �2=90°, l1= l2= l�.
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on the nearest available force R2−. This region, there-
fore, is called a force approximation region, in which
the desired force can be displayed only approxi-
mately. It is convenient to define a force approxima-
tion angle, �, between R2− and Fd2, as shown in Fig-
ure 2, which represents the level of force
approximation. That is, �=0 represents the most ac-
curate force display. Finally, the desired force, Fd3, in
the active region cannot be displayed at all, since it
belongs to the active region of F·v�0. Unlike active
haptic devices, passive haptic devices possess re-
gions in which the desired force cannot be displayed
or can be displayed only approximately. These re-
gions can easily be found using a passive FME
analysis. This is why the passive FME serves as a
useful tool for analyzing passive devices.

3.2. Pseudo Friction Cones

Figure 3 shows an example of a haptic display on
the virtual wall, which has a unit normal vector, n,
in the direction of the y axis. For simplicity of analy-
sis, the initial state of the passive haptic device in
Figure 3 will be set in such a way that all of the joint
velocities are initially zero. Because the virtual wall
is assumed to have no friction, the desired force, Fd,
required to represent the virtual wall is in the same
direction as n. A force, Fh, is assumed to be applied
to the end-effector by a human operator, so that this
force allows motion along the surface with which
the end-effector maintains contact. Qi± in Figure 3 is
one of the possible paths of the end-effector when
brake i is fully activated �or locked�, and “+” indi-
cates the link rotation in the positive �i.e., counter-
clockwise� direction. Hence, the end-effector location

at the next instant is determined by the linear com-
bination of Q1 and Q2 at the current instant. When
the operator applies Fha to move the end-effector to
the right, the paths Q1− and/or Q2− will be induced,
thus causing the end-effector to penetrate the wall.
As the level of penetration increases, the brakes are
more strongly activated, in order to prevent further
penetration. Thus, the end-effector is likely to be-
come stuck at the next instant. On the other hand,
when the operator applies Fhb to move the end-
effector to the left, the paths Q1+ and/or Q2+ will be
invoked, thus leading to no penetration of the end-
effector into the wall. This enables motion along the
surface at the next instant.

In this example, the end-effector becomes stuck
when the desired force, Fd, is in passive FME 3 and
the operator applies the force, Fha, in passive FME 1,
which is located on the opposite side of passive FME
3. This example can be generalized, so that a pseudo
friction cone coincides with the passive FME on the
opposite side of the passive FME where the desired
force exists. If the force that the operator applies by
hand belongs to the pseudo friction cone, then the
end-effector will become stuck, regardless of the fact
that the user’s intention was to move it along the
surface. All four passive FMEs can belong to a
pseudo friction cone, depending on the location of
the desired force. The angle of the pseudo friction
cone can be used as a measure of quality for the
haptic display in terms of the path guidance. In
other words, the smaller the angle, the better the
quality.

4. PERFORMANCE INDICES

In the previous sections, the limitations of passive
haptic devices were analyzed in detail. The concepts
of the force approximation and the pseudo friction
cone were introduced, along with the passive FME
analysis tool. These quantitative analyses can be uti-
lized in the design and control of passive haptic de-
vices. In this section, we propose performance indices
which can be used for the analysis of these
limitations.

Figure 4 illustrates passive FME 1 and its corre-
sponding velocity region �possible velocity region in
Figure 4�. a and −a denote the vectors normal to the
end-effector velocity, v. The force displayable region
for the given velocity is delimited by a and −a, and
passive FME 1 exists inside this region. Since passive
FME 1 does not cover the entire region, a force ap-
proximation needs to be made for the force display,

Figure 3. Example of haptic display.
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when the desired force, Fd, is located outside passive
FME 1. The size of the force approximation region is
given by

�1 + �2 = � − �1 = �2 = �4, �5�

where �i represents the size of passive FME i. Note
that the size of the force approximation region for
passive FME 1 is equal to that of the nearby passive
FME �in this case, �2 or �4�. Likewise, the size of the
force approximation regions for the other passive
FMEs shown in Figure 1 can easily be obtained. The
performance associated with the force approximation
can be quantitatively measured by summing the sizes
of all of the force approximation regions �i.e., the pas-
sive FMEs� for a given configuration. Since this sum-
mation is always 2�, the summation of the squared
angles of the force approximation regions is used for
the performance index, as in the following equation:

Pa = 

i=1

n

�i
2, �6�

where n is the number of passive FMEs �in Figure 4,
n=4�. Supposing that �i is always equal to �/2 for
i=1, . . . ,4, for example, Pa=�2. If �1=�2=2�/3 and
�2=�4=�/3, then Pa=10�2/9. Pa increases as the dif-
ference between the �i’s increases. Therefore, the op-
timization based on Eq. �6� will result in an even dis-
tribution of �i. Since Eq. �6� represents the
performance measure for a specific configuration, it is
referred to as the local performance index for the
force approximation. Then, the global performance
index of GPa can be defined as

GPa =
1
m


j=1

m

�Pa�j =
1
m


j=1

m �

i=1

n

�i
2	

j

, �7�

where �Pa�j denotes the local performance computed
for the jth configuration, and m is the number of mea-
surement points in the whole working volume.

As mentioned above, the pseudo friction cone co-
incides with the passive FME situated on the opposite
side of the passive FME where the desired force is lo-
cated. Because its size can be measured by the angle
�i of the passive FME, the local performance index, Pf,
for the pseudo friction cone can be defined as

Pf = max��1, . . . ,�n� . �8�

The optimization based on Eq. �8� is considered
as a min-max problem, in which the worst case �i.e.,
max �i� is minimized. Thus, differences in �i are re-
duced, which results in the even distribution of ref-
erence forces, as in the case of those in Eq. �6�. In a
similar manner to Eq. �7�, the global performance in-
dex, GPf, can be defined by

GPf =
1
m


j=1

m

�max��1, . . . ,�n��j. �9�

5. REDUNDANTLY ACTUATED 5-BAR
MECHANISM

The limitations �i.e., those associated with the force
approximation and pseudo friction cone� on the hap-
tic display using electric brakes were discussed in
Section 3. Since all of the limitations associated with
passive FMEs are related to the reference forces that
delimit these devices, it is important to take these fac-
tors into consideration when evaluating the perfor-
mance of a passive haptic device.

The main challenge in designing a passive haptic
device is how to uniformly distribute the reference
forces in task space. This can be achieved either by
increasing the number of reference forces or by con-
trolling the reference forces. Increasing the number of
reference forces can improve the capability of the
force display, but this causes the device to become un-
duly complicated. The use of a kinematically redun-
dant device or a parallel mechanism with redundant
actuation can allow the number of reference forces to
be increased. For example, a three-link manipulator
has six reference forces for the 2 DOF force display in

Figure 4. Approximation schematic.
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task space and, thus, this could allow broader passive
FMEs to be created. In a parallel mechanism with re-
dundant actuation,6 the redundant DOFs of actuation
can provide additional reference forces, as in the case
of a kinematically redundant manipulator. On the
other hand, the control of any of the parameters as-
sociated with kinematic constraints �e.g., Jacobian�
would adjust the direction of the reference forces, but
the design and control of such a system are usually
very complicated.4,5 Moreover, the force provided by
kinematic constraints cannot be controlled. For ex-
ample, suppose that a wheel rolls on the floor. The
axial force of the wheel, which represents the wheel’s
kinematic constraint, is predetermined by the coeffi-
cient of friction, 	, and the contact force, N, unless N
or 	 is controlled. �In this situation, the magnitude of
the axial force is 	N.�

5.1. Redundantly Actuated 5-Bar Mechanism

In this research, the redundant actuation scheme is
adopted to provide the 5-bar mechanism with more
reference forces, as shown in Figure 5. In this figure,
li and Bi represent the length of link i and brake i,
respectively. Pi denotes the pulley of the tendon-
drive system for joint i. Since four brakes are in-
stalled, the 5-bar mechanism is provided with two
redundant DOFs in terms of actuation, for the 2 DOF
force display in task space. To reduce the inertia of
the moving parts, all of the brakes are mounted at
the base. Link 1 �or link 2� rotates about the common
axis located at the base, and the torque generated by
brake 1 �or brake 2� can be transmitted to link 1 �or

link 2� directly or through a speed reducer. However,
since links 3 and 4 rotate relative to links 1 and 2
�i.e., moving bodies�, respectively, and brakes 3 and
4 are mounted at the base, a special torque transmit-
ting mechanism is required to convey the torques
generated by brakes 3 and 4 to the corresponding
links.

A schematic of the 5-bar mechanism is provided
in Figure 6�a�. The 5-bar mechanism can be broken
up into two two-link manipulators, as shown in Fig-
ures 6�b� and 6�c�, thereby providing an easier un-
derstanding of the torque transmitting mechanism,
by simplifying the mechanical structures. The de-
tailed torque transmitting mechanism of the two-
link mechanism shown in Figure 6�b� is illustrated in
Figure 6�d�. In Figure 6�d�, �i and �Bi represent the
joint angle and the rotating angle of the brake, re-
spectively, and ki is the reduction ratio of the tendon-
drive system. For example, k4=d4a/d4b, where d4i
represents the diameter of P4i. Brake 2 �or 4�, which
provides the braking torque to link 2 �or 4�, is
mounted at the base and conveys the torque through
pulleys P2a and P2b �or P4a and P4b�. In the two-link
device under consideration, the brakes are con-
nected to the links through the tendon-drive mecha-

Figure 5. Redundantly actuated 5-bar mechanism and
torque transmitting mechanism.

Figure 6. Example of coupled motion �k2=k4=1�.
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nism, thus causing the joint angles to be different
from the brake angles. The joint angle �2 is given by

�2 = k2�B2 �10�

and the joint angle �4 is described by

�4 = k4�B4 − k4�2. �11�

Note that �4 is a function of �2 as well as �B4.
This can be explained by considering the example in
Figure 7. For example, suppose that all of the brakes
are replaced by motors and all ki’s are set to 1. From
the initial configuration with �2=0° and �B4=0° �and
thus �4=0°�, brake 4 rotates to �B4=45° �thus �4
=45°� with brake 2 locked. Once it is released, brake
2 rotates to �2=90° with brake 4 being locked. The
resulting configuration is described by �4=−45°,
which can be predicted by Eq. �11�. Note that the
tendon can move relative to the pulley although the
pulley P4a is locked by brake 4. That is, a so-called
coupled motion11,12 in the wire transmission is ob-
served in �4. This concept can easily be extended to
the case of brakes. A similar torque transmitting
mechanism to that described in Figure 6�d� is ap-
plied to the two-link mechanism shown in Figure
6�c�. Therefore, the same coupled motion occurs
in �3.

5.2. Passive FME of the Redundantly Actuated
Mechanism

The 5-bar mechanism shown in Figure 5 is redun-
dantly actuated because it generates only 2 DOF mo-
tion in the task space using four brakes. Therefore,
the dependent joint angles of joints 3 and 4 can be
represented by the independent joint angles of joints
1 and 2. This relation is given by

�̇ = JG�̇a, �12�

where �̇= ��̇1 �̇2 �̇3 �̇4�T, �̇a= ��̇1 �̇2�T, and JG�R4
2 is
the Jacobian matrix representing the relation be-
tween �̇ and �̇a.

13 By the principle of virtual work,
the torque relation can be obtained by

JG
T� = �a, �13�

where �= ��1 �2 �3 �4�T and �a= ��1 �2�T. Since the
5-bar mechanism has 2 DOFs in the task space, the
force F at the end-effector is given by

�a = JTF , �14�

where J�R2
2 is the Jacobian matrix of the 5-bar
mechanism. Substituting Eq. �13� into �14� yields

J−TJG
T� = �Jr

T�#� = F , �15�

where Jr= ��J−TJG
T�#�T�R2
4 is the resulting Jacobian

matrix and �·�# represents the pseudo inverse.13 Since
�Jr

T�#= �J1 �J2 �J3 �J4��R2
4, eight reference forces are
available, as described in Eq. �4�

Ri+ = + Ji,Ri− = − Ji �i = 1, . . . ,4� . �16�

If the angular positions and velocities for joints 1
and 2 are measured by the encoders, then those for
joints 3 and 4 can also be obtained from Eq. �12�.
Thus, the Jacobian matrix can be computed, and the
reference forces can also be obtained from Eq. �16�.
For example, suppose that the joint velocities are
given by �̇i�0 for all i=1, . . . ,4. Referring to Eq. �1a�,
it is found that the braking torque �i�0 for all i. The
reference forces can then be computed by means of
the following equation:

Ri = + Ji for all i �17�

and therefore the passive FME �R4+−R1+−R2+
−R3+� is generated by the given joint velocities, as
shown in Figure 8. Note that this passive FME con-
sists of three regions R4+−R1+, R1+−R2+, and R2+
−R3+. Likewise, if the joint velocities are given by
�̇i�0 for i=1, 2, 3 and �̇4�0, then the passive FME
�R1+−R2+−R3+−R4−� is activated. That is, the pas-
sive FME of the redundantly actuated 5-bar mecha-
nism consists of three adjacent regions. Therefore, a
total of eight passive FMEs are possible in the redun-

Figure 7. A 5-bar mechanism to be optimized.
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dantly actuated 5-bar mechanism, since eight re-
gions are available, as shown in Figure 8. These are

1 . R1+ – R2+ – R3+ – R4−, 2 . R2+ – R3+ – R4− – R1−,

3 . R3+ – R4− – R1− – R2−, 4 . R4− – R1− – R2− – R3−,

5 . R1− – R2− – R3− – R4+, 6 . R2− – R3− – R4+ – R1+,

7 . R3− – R4+ – R1+ – R2+, 8 . R4+ – R1+ – R2+ – R3+.

In Section 3, the pseudo friction cone for a non-
redundant mechanism was said to be determined by
the passive FME situated on the opposite side of the
passive FME where the desired force is located. For
the redundantly actuated mechanism, however, the
pseudo friction cone is determined not by the pas-
sive FME, but by the region on the opposite side of
that where the desired force is located. For example,
if the desired force Fd is placed in region R1+−R2+ as
shown in Figure 8, its pseudo friction cone is located
in region R1−−R2−.

This is easily verified by considering the nonre-
dundant mechanism, which consists of only two
brakes �e.g., brakes 1 and 2�. If only brakes 1 and 2
are installed in the 5-bar mechanism, then only R1±
and R2± are available. Therefore, the pseudo friction
cone is given by region R1−−R2−. Also, if only brakes
1 and 4 �or 2 and 3� are installed, the pseudo friction
cone is given by region R1−−R4+ �or region R3+
−R2−�. From this investigation of the nonredundant
mechanism, it is observed that region R1−−R2− is the

common region for all of the pseudo friction cones in
the above case. So, if a force is input by hand in this
common region, there is no way to avoid the pseudo
friction cone. On the other hand, suppose that the
force input by hand is located in region R3+−R1−,
which is part of region R3+−R2− �i.e., the pseudo
friction cone for brakes 2 and 3�. In this case, the
pseudo friction cone can be avoided by activating
brakes 1 and 4 rather than brakes 2 and 3. In this
sense, therefore, only the region R1−−R2− can be
considered to represent the pseudo friction cone,
rather than the whole passive FME �i.e., R4−−R1−
−R2−−R3−�, which is situated on the opposite side of
the passive FME to which Fd belongs. Note that this
extension of the passive FME to the redundantly ac-
tuated mechanism can easily be applied to that of
the kinematically redundant mechanism as well.

6. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF 5-BAR
MECHANISM

As discussed in the previous section, the reference
forces play a key role in the performance of the pas-
sive haptic system. Since these reference forces are
determined by the Jacobian mapping �i.e., Eq. �15��, it
is desirable that the parameters affecting the Jacobian
should be chosen for optimization in the following
way:

X = �l1/l5 l2/l5 l3/l5 l4/l5 k3 k4 �T, �18�

where li is the length of link i. Due to the design speci-
fications, the following constraints are imposed on
the link length and the reduction ratio:

lmin � li � lmax, �19�

kmin � ki � kmax. �20�

All li’s and ki’s were initially set to 0.3 m and 0.1,
respectively.

Considering the objective functions �i.e., the two
performance indices defined in Section 4� and con-
straints, this optimization problem can be considered
as a multiobjective constrained nonlinear optimiza-
tion problem. To solve a multiobjective case, the util-
ity function method is applied, which generates a
new objective function with a linear combination of
given objective functions �i.e., a weighted summa-

Figure 8. Passive FMEs for the redundantly actuated
5-bar mechanism.
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tion�. For the constrained nonlinear optimization
problem, the exterior penalty function method is
used along with the simplex method.14

The optimization results are listed in Table I and
the histogram of the maximum �i’s at the measure-
ment points is shown in Figure 9. In the unoptimized
case, the maximum �i’s representing the size of the
passive FME have a wide range of angles, which re-
sults in some passive FMEs being much larger in size
than the others. In the optimized case, however, al-
most 2500 out of the 3813 measurement points have
the maximum �i’s in the range between 50° and 60°.
Through the histogram, we can observe that the
maximum �i’s are distributed more evenly as a result
of the optimization.

The passive FMEs obtained from the optimized
5-bar mechanism are illustrated in Figure 10. The pas-
sive FMEs in the working volume are shown in Fig-
ure 10�a� and a detailed view of the box area �1� in
Figure 10�a� is shown in Figure 10�b�. From Figure 10,
we can also observe that the reference forces are rela-

tively evenly distributed in all directions. If the ref-
erence forces are not evenly distributed, in some cases
the angles between them will be much larger than the
others. In this case, the pseudo friction cones coinci-
dent with these large angles become so big that the
wall-following task associated with these regions
cannot be properly executed. Also, this uneven dis-
tribution may lead to a poor force approximation in
some cases, since some of the angles between the ref-
erence forces are much smaller than the others,
thereby leading to very small passive FME. In sum-
mary, large pseudo friction cones and poor force ap-
proximation in passive haptic devices can be avoided
by optimizing them.

7. COERCIVE FORCE APPROXIMATION

The SDOF controller was proposed by Swanson and
Book, in which some brakes are locked to reduce the
system’s DOFs.8 This enables the execution of the
wall-following task to be much smoother and can be
represented as a coercive force approximation in the
passive FME, thereby simplifying the implementa-
tion.

Suppose that the velocity of the end-effector, v,
and the virtual wall are obtained as shown in Figure

Table I. Optimization results.

GPa GPf

Size of passive FME ���

Min Max

Before 7.509 1.614 4.0° 112.9°

After 5.310 1.035 21.1° 79.7°

Optimal parameters

i 1 2 3 4 5

li �m� 0.300 0.200 0.124 0.291 0.300

ki 0.781 0.100

Figure 9. Histogram of the maximum �i’s.

Figure 10. Passive FMEs obtained from optimal design.
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11. The corresponding passive FME can be drawn as
shown in Figure 11, which represents part of Figure
10�b�. Consider the possible paths Q2 and Q3. The
path Q3 causes further penetration of the end-effector
into the wall, whereas Q2 is directed out of the wall.
In the SDOF controller, the path Q2 is chosen to dis-
play the wall. That is, only brake 2 is activated for this
instant. Therefore, force display is conducted with
only R2+.

The force domain representation of the SDOF
controller is possible without resorting to considering
the possible paths. Let �d �or �R� be the angle between
the hand force input, Fh, and the desired force, Fd �or
the reference force�, in the counterclockwise direc-
tion. From the passive FME in Figure 11, the reference
force R2+ used on the SDOF controller can be chosen,
so that the nearest reference force satisfies �R��d
during �d�� �e.g., the end-effector moves to the
right in Figure 11�. This condition �i.e., �R��d� indi-
cates whether a possible path is directed out of the
wall or not. For �d�� �e.g., the end-effector moves to
the left in Figure 8�, the nearest reference force satis-
fying �R��d should be selected.

8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

8.1. Experimental Setup

A 5-bar mechanism designed using the optimization
process described in Section 6 was constructed for
the experiments, as shown in Figure 12. The FT
�force/torque� sensor was mounted on the handle.
The rotational motion of each brake was sensed by
the optical encoder mounted on the brake axis. In
the experiments, brake control was conducted at a
rate of 1 kHz. Since the brake was capable of gener-
ating a braking torque in proportion to the current
input, it was controlled in an open-loop manner. The
virtual wall was modeled in the form of a spring

whose constant was 107 N/m, but whose surface
was assumed to possess neither damping nor fric-
tion. Thus, the desired force was oriented parallel to
the surface normal, n, which coincided with the −x
axis, as shown in Figure 13. The virtual wall was
placed at x=0.3 m.

8.2. Displaying a Virtual Wall

The path of the end-effector is illustrated in Figure
13 and its detailed data are shown in Figure 14. The
end-effector was moved along the −y axis by the
hand force, Fh, while remaining in contact with the
wall �i.e., Fhx�0�. The regions on the path marked

Figure 11. Coercive force approximation.

Figure 12. Experimental setup.

Figure 13. Motion of the end-effector along the surface.
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with the reference forces in Figure 13 indicate that
the force display was conducted with the corre-
sponding reference force. For example, in the region
marked with R1+, the desired force was approxi-
mately displayed with R1+. As expected, a change in
the reference force tends to cause abrupt motion.
The enlarged view of the box area in Figure 13
shows this type of abrupt motion.

A larger force approximation angle will produce
a larger undesirable force, which significantly re-
tards motion along the surface. That is, a large hand
force input should be exerted on the end-effector to
enable motion to take place along the surface, which
can be observed in the plot of Fhy. In Figure 14, Fhy
increases as the approximation angle � increases.
Since the angle of the force approximation is de-
creased by the optimization, it can be conjectured
that more retarding force would be observed in the
unoptimized mechanism. The maximum angle of
force approximation was observed to be 65.8° during
the wall-following task, just before the reference
force changes from R1+ to R4+.

To describe the effectiveness of the optimization
based on the proposed performance indices, the
force distribution of both the optimized ��a�–�d�� and
the unoptimized ��e�–�h�� 5-bar mechanisms is illus-
trated in Figure 15. They were computed with the
same end-effector velocity, v, and the same hand
force input, Fh, at position Pi, which is indicated in
Figure 13. It should be noted that the values of v and
Fh used for the computation were taken from the
experiments with the optimized mechanism. The
reference force marked with a solid line represents

that responsible for the force display in each region.
For example, R2+ is used for the force approximation
in Figure 15�a�.

The passive FME of the unoptimized mecha-
nism observed in Figure 15�e� shows that it can no
longer move along the frictionless surface �since Fh
exists in the pseudo friction cone �PFC��, whereas
the PFC was avoided in the case of the optimized
mechanism shown in Figure 15�a�. However, Fd is
almost 20 kN at time t=2.1 s and this is large
enough to fully lock brakes 1 and 2, so the coercive
force approximation was applied in order to avoid
unsmooth motion �i.e., locking of the end-effector� in
the case of the optimized mechanism. The desired
force Fd was approximately displayed by R2+, since
the possible path of brake 2 is directed out of the
wall �i.e., �d�� and �R��d�.

Actually, the unoptimized mechanism some-
times shows better performance with respect to the
force approximation, as shown in Figure 15�h�.
However, the evenness of distribution of the refer-
ence forces is usually poor in the case of the unopti-

Figure 14. Experimental results for the display of the vir-
tual wall.

Figure 15. Comparison of force distribution of the opti-
mized mechanism with that of the unoptimized one.
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mized mechanism. In most cases, except for those in
Figure 15�g�, R3 and R4 are closely positioned, thus
leading to a large pseudo friction cone being ob-
served, as shown in Figure 15�e�. However, such a
large pseudo friction cone is not observed in the case
of the optimized mechanism during the wall-
following task.

9. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an optimized mechanism
for a planar haptic device and its method of control.
From the passive FME analysis, the limitations asso-
ciated with the passive haptic device, such as the
force approximation and pseudo friction cone, were
investigated, and appropriate performance indices
were suggested. Optimization was conducted for the
5-bar mechanism with redundant actuation, based on
the proposed performance indices. Through this op-
timization, the maximum angles for the force ap-
proximation and pseudo friction cone were signifi-
cantly decreased. A control method for selecting the
activated brake was also proposed, in order to avoid
unsmooth display during the wall-following task.
From the various experiments, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

1. The pseudo friction cone of the redundantly
actuated mechanism is defined by the region
situated on the opposite side of the area
where the desired force is located. The pas-
sive FME of the redundantly actuated 5-bar
mechanism consists of three adjacent regions
and therefore eight passive FMEs are pos-
sible.

2. The optimization process allows the refer-
ence forces to be distributed more evenly,
thereby enabling a displayable region to be
broadened, without creating a large pseudo
friction cone.

3. The motion of the end-effector along the fric-
tionless surface requires a weaker hand force
input, since the maximum force approxima-
tion angle is decreased by the optimization
process.

The control action of the avoiding stick motion
�i.e., the coercive force approximation� sometimes
produces a poor force approximation. In the experi-
ment, the maximum force approximation angle is ob-
served during the control. Although the optimization
can decrease the angle of force approximation, the

limitation of force approximation still remains.
Hence, a control method for overcoming the force ap-
proximation, such as that described in ref. 15, should
be implemented. A change in the reference force can
cause an abrupt change in the displayed force, so fur-
ther research is required on this problem.
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